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From: Anthony Whyte <arwhyte@umich.edu> 
Subject: Bodington Buzz 
To: Dolphin Ian <i.dolphin@hull.ac.uk>, Hardin Joseph <hardin@umich.edu>, 
 "Wheeler, Bradley C." <bwheeler@indiana.edu>, 
 Charles Severance <csev@umich.edu> 
Cc: Ian Boston <ieb@tfd.co.uk>, John Norman <john@caret.cam.ac.uk>, 
 Jim Farmer <jxf@immagic.com> 
 
Just a short note but John, Ian and I engaged members of the Bodington  
development team in a fruitful discussion this afternoon after the  
"Buzz" meeting.  We approached the discussion as suggested from the  
level of equals looking to share ideas, experiences and reflect upon  
the implications and opportunities implicit in a future that suggests  
convergence in terms of the evolution of the Sakai and Tetra/Bodington  
architectures. 
 
Both John and I are of the opinion that we should invite the Bodington  
developers to our September Cambridge meeting.  This would permit  
further opportunities for cross-fertilization and open discussion  
relative to development strategies and future challenges.  I also  
floated the idea of a smaller meeting later this summer that would get  
Chuck in front of the Bodington team.  The Bodington guys, particularly  
Sean Mehan and John Smith of the University of the Highlands and Isles,  
viewed this suggestion very favorably and extended a preliminary  
invitation to Chuck, John and I meeting with the Bodington team  
(including Oxford, etc.) on Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, Scotland.  It is  
a meeting worth considering. 
 
In the morning I'll provide a few more notes relative to our  
discussions, which lasted lasted through dinner and on into the late  
evening.  John and Ian will probably want to add their own view of our  
long chat as they may well have different opinions that vary from mine. 
 
Sodden but still standing, 
 
Anthony 
 
 
 
 
On Jun 27, 2005, at 8:38 AM, Wheeler, Bradley C. wrote: 
 
> I've not heard of Tetra, but it sure sounds like an attempt to create 
> again what Sakai is doing -- both in software and organization.  I  
> think 
> that Ian is right regarding how to handle.  We need to be as helpful  
> and 
> open as possible to a "joining of equals" re a go forward path at this 
> stage. 
> 
> Ian, we'll assume that you will advise re anything you need from us for 
> these conversations.  I, too, had at least three sidebar conversations 
> re Bodington last week. Lance spent some extended time with a guy from 
> Manchester on technical specs. 
> 
> -bcw 



> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Dolphin Ian [mailto:i.dolphin@hull.ac.uk] 
> Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 7:33 AM 
> To: Hardin Joseph 
> Cc: Charles Severance; Wheeler, Bradley C.; Anthony Whyte 
> Subject: Re: Bodington/Tetra 
> 
> Tetra is a group formed to take the Bodington VLE/LMS to the "Next 
> Generation". Bodington is a small, but influential OSS VLE over here 
> - used by part of Leeds and Manchester, Oxford and the University of 
> Highlands and Islands Millenium Institute. Bodingtons "distinctive 
> feature" is a navigation metaphor centering around buildings and 
> floors. Whilst this largely persuaded Oxford to adopt it, it puts 
> most others off. Bodington is very strong on accessibility. 
> 
> Bodington acquires significant JISC funding slice by slice from 
> sundry programmes - a project to add an LO repository here, a project 
> to make it a Personal Learning Environment there ... They're caught 
> between the rock (Moodle) and a hard place (those Sakai folks) in 
> terms of developing a sustainable development model. Hence the 
> backroom, corridor and now some open conversations. 
> 
> I know the chair of the group reasonably well. I'll make sure we have 
> a good long chat when we're both in Cambridge next week. And I won't 
> even take my cricket bat:) 
> 
> Best 
> 
> Ian 
> 
> 
> On 27 Jun 2005, at 13:19, Joseph Hardin wrote: 
> 
>> Never heard of the Tetra group.  Who at Manchester?  Is Carole 
>> Goble involved at all? 
>> 
>> Joseph 
>> 
>> Dolphin Ian wrote: 
>> 
>> 
>>> Any of the attached look familiar? I have been copied with it as 
>>> part  of a request for dialogue between Bodington and Sakai. 
>>> 
>>> I'm in contact with core Bodington people to follow through this, 
>>> and  discussions held around the edge of AltiLab last week. 
>>> Together with  Anthony attending the Bodington dev meeting in 
>>> Oxford next week (?),  this is a good start to dialogue. 
>>> 
>>> It's important that Bodington be "treated as an equal" despite 
>>> the  fact that only a few UK institutions have picked it up. In 
>>> political  terms Bodington is important within JISC because of 
>>> those  institutions - the Chair of JISC L&T Committee is from one 
>>> of them,  and Oxford is another. That gives them a significance 
>>> which is out of  proportion to size of community or number of 
>>> implementations. 



>>> 
>>> Best 
>>> 
>>> Ian 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> Ian Dolphin 
>>> Head of eStrategy & eServices Integration 
>>> The University of Hull 
>>> http://www.hull.ac.uk/esig/ 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>>> 
>> 
>> --  
>> Joseph Hardin Director, Collaborative Technologies Lab, Duderstadt 
>> Center Clinical Assistant Professor, School of Information 
>> University of Michigan Ann Arbor 
>> http://www-personal.si.umich.edu/~hardin/ hardin@umich.edu (734) 
>> 763-3266 
>> 
>> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
Anthony Whyte 
Sakai Project 
University of Michigan 
arwhyte@umich.edu 
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Lewis, Scotland.  It is a meeting worth considering. 
 
 
In the morning I'll provide a few more notes relative to our 
discussions, which lasted lasted through dinner and on into the late 
evening.  John and Ian will probably want to add their own view of our 
long chat as they may well have different opinions that vary from mine. 
 
 
Sodden but still standing, 
 
 
Anthony 
 
 
 
 
 
On Jun 27, 2005, at 8:38 AM, Wheeler, Bradley C. wrote: 
 
 
<excerpt>I've not heard of Tetra, but it sure sounds like an attempt 
to create 
 
again what Sakai is doing -- both in software and organization.  I 
think 
 
that Ian is right regarding how to handle.  We need to be as helpful 
and 
 
open as possible to a "joining of equals" re a go forward path at this 
 
stage. 
 
 
Ian, we'll assume that you will advise re anything you need from us for 
 
these conversations.  I, too, had at least three sidebar conversations 
 
re Bodington last week. Lance spent some extended time with a guy from 
 
Manchester on technical specs. 
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-----Original Message----- 
 
From: Dolphin Ian [mailto:i.dolphin@hull.ac.uk]  
 
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 7:33 AM 
 
To: Hardin Joseph 
 
Cc: Charles Severance; Wheeler, Bradley C.; Anthony Whyte 
 



Subject: Re: Bodington/Tetra 
 
 
Tetra is a group formed to take the Bodington VLE/LMS to the "Next   
 
Generation". Bodington is a small, but influential OSS VLE over here   
 
- used by part of Leeds and Manchester, Oxford and the University of   
 
Highlands and Islands Millenium Institute. Bodingtons "distinctive   
 
feature" is a navigation metaphor centering around buildings and   
 
floors. Whilst this largely persuaded Oxford to adopt it, it puts   
 
most others off. Bodington is very strong on accessibility. 
 
 
Bodington acquires significant JISC funding slice by slice from   
 
sundry programmes - a project to add an LO repository here, a project   
 
to make it a Personal Learning Environment there ... They're caught   
 
between the rock (Moodle) and a hard place (those Sakai folks) in   
 
terms of developing a sustainable development model. Hence the   
 
backroom, corridor and now some open conversations. 
 
 
I know the chair of the group reasonably well. I'll make sure we have   
 
a good long chat when we're both in Cambridge next week. And I won't   
 
even take my cricket bat:) 
 
 
Best 
 
 
Ian 
 
 
 
On 27 Jun 2005, at 13:19, Joseph Hardin wrote: 
 
 
<excerpt>Never heard of the Tetra group.  Who at Manchester?  Is 
Carole   
 
Goble involved at all? 
 
 
Joseph 
 
 



Dolphin Ian wrote: 
 
 
 
<excerpt>Any of the attached look familiar? I have been copied with it 
as   
 
part  of a request for dialogue between Bodington and Sakai. 
 
 
I'm in contact with core Bodington people to follow through this,   
 
and  discussions held around the edge of AltiLab last week.   
 
Together with  Anthony attending the Bodington dev meeting in   
 
Oxford next week (?),  this is a good start to dialogue. 
 
 
It's important that Bodington be "treated as an equal" despite   
 
the  fact that only a few UK institutions have picked it up. In   
 
political  terms Bodington is important within JISC because of   
 
those  institutions - the Chair of JISC L&T Committee is from one   
 
of them,  and Oxford is another. That gives them a significance   
 
which is out of  proportion to size of community or number of   
 
implementations. 
 
 
Best 
 
 
Ian 
 
 
 
Ian Dolphin 
 
Head of eStrategy & eServices Integration 
 
The University of Hull 
 
http://www.hull.ac.uk/esig/ 
 
 
 
 
 
</excerpt> 
 
--  
 



Joseph Hardin Director, Collaborative Technologies Lab, Duderstadt   
 
Center Clinical Assistant Professor, School of Information   
 
University of Michigan Ann Arbor 
 
http://www-personal.si.umich.edu/~hardin/ hardin@umich.edu (734)   
 
763-3266 
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